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Abstract

Learning to localize and name object instances is a fun-
damental problem in vision, but state-of-the-art approaches
rely on expensive bounding box supervision. While weakly
supervised detection (WSOD) methods relax the need for
boxes to that of image-level annotations, even cheaper su-
pervision is naturally available in the form of unstruc-
tured textual descriptions that users may freely provide
when uploading image content. However, straightforward
approaches to using such data for WSOD wastefully dis-
card captions that do not exactly match object names. In-
stead, we show how to squeeze the most information out
of these captions by training a text-only classifier that gen-
eralizes beyond dataset boundaries. Our discovery pro-
vides an opportunity for learning detection models from
noisy but more abundant and freely-available caption data.
We also validate our model on three classic object detec-
tion benchmarks and achieve state-of-the-art WSOD per-
formance. Our code is available at https://github.
com/yekeren/Cap2Det.

1. Introduction

Learning to localize and classify visual is a fundamental
problem in computer vision. It has a wide range of applica-
tions, including robotics, autonomous vehicles, intelligent
video surveillance, and augmented reality. Since the renais-
sance of deep neural networks, object detection has been
revolutionized by a series of groundbreaking works, includ-
ing Faster-RCNN [26], Mask-RCNN [13] and YOLO [25].
Modern detectors can run in real-time on mobile devices,
and have become the driving force for future technologies.

Despite these achievements, most modern detectors suf-
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Figure 1: An overview of our approach. We leverage
a novel source of weak supervision for object detection,
namely natural language captions, by amplifying the sig-
nal these captions provide using a textual classifier. Even
though “bottle”, “bowl”, “cup” and “spoon” are not men-
tioned in the caption, they are actually in the image, and our
method correctly infers these image-level labels. We then
train a model that scores object proposals in iterative fash-
ion, to localize objects as its final output.

fer from an important limitation: they are trained with ex-
pensive supervision in the form of large quantities of bound-
ing boxes meticulously drawn by a large pool of human
annotators. Due to the well-known domain shift problem
[8, 33, 19, 29, 12] and imperfect domain adaptation tech-
niques, this means when detection is to be performed in a
novel domain, the expensive annotation procedure needs to
be repeated. Weakly supervised object detection (WSOD)
techniques aim to alleviate the burden of collecting such ex-
pensive box annotations. The classic WSOD problem for-
mulation [4, 37, 31, 30] treats an image as a bag of propos-
als, and learns to assign instance-level semantics to these
proposals using multiple instance learning (MIL). WSOD
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has shown great potential for object detection, and the state-
of-the-art model has reached 40% mAP [30] on Pascal VOC
2012. However, one critical assumption in WSOD is that
the image-level label should be precise, indicating at least
one proposal instance in the image needs to associate with
the label. This assumption does not always hold especially
for real-world problems and real-world supervision.

Weakly supervised detection methods need large-scale
image-level object category labels. These labels require hu-
man effort that is provided in an unnatural, crowdsourced
environment. However, more natural supervision for ob-
jects exists—for example, in the form of natural language
descriptions that web users provide when uploading their
photos to social media sites such as YouTube or Instagram.
There are tens of millions of photos uploaded to Instagram
every day, and a majority of them have titles, tags, or de-
scriptions. Abundant videos with subtitles are similarly
available on YouTube. These annotations are “free” in that
no user was paid to provide them; they arise out of innate
needs of users to make their content available to others.

However, existing WSOD methods cannot use such su-
pervision. First, these natural language descriptions are un-
structured; they need to be parsed and words relevant for
object recognition need to be extracted, while non-object
words are removed. Second, these descriptions are both
imprecise and non-exhaustive—they might mention content
that is not in the image (e.g. what event the user was attend-
ing or who they met after the photo was taken), and also
omit content that actually is in the image but is not interest-
ing. Consider the image in the bottom-right of Fig. 1. It con-
tains numerous objects, many of which fairly large—e.g.
dining table and bowls—yet the human providing the de-
scription did not mention these objects. Thus, directly feed-
ing web data to the state-of-the-art WSOD system contains
numerous limitations—at the very least, it under-utilizes the
rich supervision that captions can provide.

To address this issue, we build an object detector from
images paired with accompanying captions (sentences).
Our model bridges human-written free-form texts and vi-
sual objects, and generates accurate bounding boxes over
objects in an image. Our method relies on two key com-
ponents. First, we train a textual classifier to map cap-
tions to discrete object labels. This classifier is not dataset-
dependent, requires only a small set of labels, and general-
izes beyond dataset boundaries. It enables us to bridge the
gap between what humans mention in a caption, and what
truly is in an image. Second, we use the pseudo ground truth
labels predicted by this textual classifier, to train a weakly
supervised object detection method. The method we pro-
pose extracts region proposals off-the-shelf, then for each
proposal and each class, learns both a class score and a de-
tection score. These scores are then refined using an itera-
tive approach, to produce final detection results.

The contributions of our paper are three-fold. First, we
propose a new task of learning from noisy caption annota-
tions, and set up a new benchmark. Rather than treating ob-
ject categories as IDs only, we also leverage their semantics,
as well as synonyms of those object names. Second, on this
benchmark, we show that we outperform alternative uses of
captions, e.g. exactly matching the captions to object cate-
gory words, or retrieving hand-annotated or predicted syn-
onyms to the object categories from the captions. We show
competitive WSOD performance by learning on COCO or
Flickr30K captions. We further validate the benefit of our
COCO-trained text classifier by applying it on Flickr30K,
and leveraging training on Flickr30K then evaluating on
PASCAL. Finally, in a side-by-side comparison under the
classic WSOD setting, our model demonstrates superior
performance with image-level supervision and achieves
state-of-the-art performance on all three WSOD bench-
marks (48.5% mAP@0.5 for VOC 2007, 45.1% mAP@0.5
on VOC 2012 and 23.4% mAP@0.5 on COCO).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We
overview related work in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3.1, we discuss
different ways to reduce the gap between free-form captions
and object categories. In Sec. 3.2, we describe the backbone
of our WSOD model, which combines prior work [31, 28]
in a new way. In Sec. 4, we compare our method to state-
of-the-art and alternative methods. We conclude in Sec. 5.

2. Related Work
We formulate a new variant of weakly supervised object

detection, where the supervision is even more weak than in
prior work. We leverage captions, so we also discuss work
that finds alignment between image regions and text.
Weakly supervised detection via MIL. Most WSOD
methods formulate the task as a multiple instance learning
(MIL) problem. In this problem, proposals of an image are
treated as a bag of candidate instances. If the image is la-
beled as containing an object, at least one of the proposals
will be responsible to provide the prediction of that object.
[23, 41] propose a Global Average (Max) Pooling layer to
learn class activation maps. [4] propose Weakly Supervised
Deep Detection Networks (WSDDN) containing classifica-
tion and detection data streams, where the detection stream
weighs the results of the classification predictions. [17]
improve WSDDN by considering context. [31, 30] jointly
train multiple refining models together with WSDDN, and
show the final model benefits from the online iterative re-
finement. [10, 37] apply a segmentation map and [37] in-
corporate saliency. Finally, [36] adds a min-entropy loss to
reduce the randomness of the detection results. Our work is
similar to these since we also represent the proposals using
a MIL weighted representation, however, we go one step
further to successfully adopt a more advanced neural archi-
tecture, and a more challenging supervision scenario.
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Figure 2: Cap2Det: harvesting detection models from free-form text. We propose to use a label inference module (bottom-
center) to amplify signals in the free-formed texts to supervise the learning of the multiple instance detection network (top).
The learned detection model is then refined by an online refinement module (right) to produce the final detection results.

Learning from text. Recently there has been great inter-
est in modeling the relationship between images and text,
but to our knowledge, no work has explored learning a de-
tector for images from captions. [6] learn to discover and
localize new objects from documentary videos by associat-
ing subtitles to video tracklets. They extract keywords from
the subtitles using TFIDF. Video provides benefits we can-
not leverage, e.g. numerous frames containing nearly iden-
tical object instances. Importantly, we show that only us-
ing words that actually appear in the caption (as done with
TFIDF) results in suboptimal performance compared to our
method. There is also work to associate phrases in the cap-
tion to visually depicted objects [27, 14, 2, 32, 18, 38] but
none enable training of an independent object detector with
accurate localization and classification, as we propose.
Captions, categories and human bias. Our results show
there is a gap between what humans name in captions, and
what categorical annotations they provide. [22] study a sim-
ilar phenomenon they refer to as “human reporting bias”.
They model the presence of an actual object as a latent vari-
able, but we do the opposite—we model “what’s in the im-
age” by observing “what’s worth saying”. Further, we use
the resultant model as precise supervision to guide detec-
tion model learning. In other work, [40] predict the nuance
between an ad image and a slogan, [34] study attribute dom-
inance, and [3] explore perceived visual importance.

3. Approach
The overall architecture of training using image-level

text annotations is shown in Fig. 2. There are three ma-
jor components: the label inference module, extracting the

targets mentioned in noisy texts (bottom-center); the multi-
ple instance detection module which estimates classification
and detection scores for each proposal (top); and the online
refinement module which refines these to get final detection
results (right). They key novelty of our method lies in the
label inference module.

3.1. Label inference from text

The foundation of WSOD builds on an important as-
sumption from MIL (Eq. 4), which suggests that precise
image-level labels should be provided. However, gathering
such clean annotations is not trivial. In most real-life cases,
the semantic counterpart for visual content appears in the
form of natural language phrases, sentences, or even para-
graphs (in newspapers), which is noisier than object labels.

The straightforward solution of extracting object labels
from captions via lexical matching, does not work well.
Consider an image with three sentence descriptions:

“a person is riding a bicycle on the side of a bridge.”
“a man is crossing the street with his bike.”
“a bicyclist peddling down a busy city street.”
However, only the first sentence exactly matches the cat-

egories “person” and “bicycle”. Even if we allow synonyms
of “man” and “person” or “bicycle” and “bike”, only the
first two precisely describe both objects, while the last one
still misses the instance of “bicycle” unintentionally.

When using these examples to train object detectors, the
first two instances may bring positive effect, but the last one
will be wastefully discarded as false negative i.e. not rele-
vant to the categories “person” or “bicycle”. Even worse,
in the example shown in Fig. 1, none of the captions (one



shown) mention the “bowls” or “spoons” that are present,
and only some mention the “oven”.

This observation inspires us to amplify the supervision
signal that captions provide, and squeeze more information
out of them. Fig. 2 (bottom) shows the approach we use
to amplify the signal. This text-only model takes free-form
texts as input, embeds individual words to a 300D space
using GloVe [24], and projects the embedded features to a
400D latent space. We then use max-pooling to aggregate
the word-level representations. Then, we use this interme-
diate representation to predict the implied instances (e.g.
80 classes as defined in COCO, or any other categories);
this prediction answers “what’s in the image” and serves as
pseudo image-level labels in training object detectors.

It is worth noting that there exists a subtle balance when
using pseudo labels to train object detectors. Admittedly,
our strategy increases the recall rates thus more data could
be utilized. However, with the increased recall, precision
will drop inevitably thus the fundamental assumption in
MIL is threatened. Specifically, the precise label assump-
tion makes the model very sensitive to false positive cases:
when inappropriate labels are given where none of the pro-
posals have a good response, the model gets confused, re-
sulting in non-optimal detections.

We finally adapt a two-steps procedure: first we look for
an exact match of object labels from captions, following the
intuition that explicitly mentioned objects should be signif-
icant and obvious enough in the image; second, when no
object can be matched, we use our label inference model
to predict labels as unspoken intended objects to guide the
object detection. We show our method outperforms several
strong alternatives that also infer pseudo labels.
Discussion. Our text classifier relies on both captions and
category labels. However, once the bridge between cap-
tions and labels is established, this classifier generalizes to
other datasets, as we show in Tab. 1. Importantly, we only
need a small fraction of labels to train this text classifier; as
we show in Fig. 3, precision ranges between 89% and 92%
when we use between only 5% and 100% of the COCO
data, while recall is stable at 62%. Thus, our text model
could learn from a single source dataset with a few labels,
then it could transfer the knowledge to other target datasets,
requiring only free-form text as supervision.

3.2. Detection from inferred labels

We next describe how we use the inferred pseudo labels
to train an object detection model. As shown in Fig. 2,
we first extract proposals with accompanying features. An
image is fed into the pretrained (on ImageNet [9]) con-
volutional layers. Then, ROIAlign [13] is used for crop-
ping the proposals (at most 500 boxes per image) generated
by Selective Search [35], resulting in fixed-sized convolu-
tional feature maps. Finally, a box feature extractor is ap-

plied to extract a fixed-length feature for each proposal. If
[r1, . . . , rm] are the proposals of a given image x, this pro-
cess results in proposal feature vectors [φ(r1), . . . , φ(rm)]
where each φ(ri) ∈ Rd. Note that while our model is pre-
trained on ImageNet, it does not leverage any image labels
at all on the datasets on which we train and evaluate our
detection models (PASCAL and COCO).

3.2.1 Weakly supervised detection

We next introduce the prediction of image-level labels p̂c
(c ∈ {1, . . . , C}, where C is the number of classes) and
of detection scores as a by-product. The proposal fea-
tures φ(ri) are fed into two parallel fully-connected layers
to compute the detection scores odet

i,c ∈ R1 (top branch in
the green MIL module in Fig. 2) and classification scores
ocls
i,c ∈ R1 (bottom branch), in which both scores are related

to a specific class c and the particular proposal ri:

ocls
i,c = wclsᵀ

c φ(ri) + bcls
c , odet

i,c = wdetᵀ
c φ(ri) + bdet

c (1)

We convert these scores into: (1) pcls
i,c, the probability that

object c presents in proposal ri; and (2) pdet
i,c, the probability

that ri is important for predicting image-level label yc:

pcls
i,c = σ(ocls

i,c), pdet
i,c =

exp(odet
i,c)∑m

j=1 exp(o
det
j,c)

(2)

Finally, the aggregated image-level prediction is com-
puted as follows, where greater values of p̂c ∈ [0, 1] mean
higher likelihood that c is present in the image:

p̂c = σ

( m∑
i=1

pdet
i,co

cls
i,c

)
(3)

Assuming the label yc = 1 if and only if class c is
present, the multiple instance detection loss used for train-
ing the model is defined as:

Lmid = −
C∑

c=1

[
yc log p̂c + (1− yc) log(1− p̂c)

]
(4)

Preliminary detection scores. The weakly supervised
detection score given both proposal ri and class c is the
product of pcls

i,c and pdet
i,c which is further refined as described

in Sec. 3.2.2.

3.2.2 Online instance classifier refinement

The third component of our WSOD model is Online In-
stance Classifier Refinement (OICR), as proposed by Tang
et al. [31]. The main idea behind OICR is simple: Given
a ground-truth class label, the top-scoring proposal, as well
as proposals highly overlapping with it, are selected as ref-
erences. These proposals are treated as positive examples
for training the box classifier of this class while others
are treated as negatives. The initial top-scoring proposal
may only partially cover the object, so allowing highly-
overlapped proposals to be treated as positives gives them a



second chance to be considered as containing an object, in
the subsequent model refinement. This reduces the chance
of propagating incorrect predictions. In addition, sharing
the convolutional features between the original and refining
models makes the training more robust.

Following [31], we stack multiple refining classifiers and
use the output of the previous one to generate instance-level
supervision to train the successor. The detection score at the
0-th iteration is computed using s(0)i,c = pclsi,c p

det
i,c , s

(0)
i,C+1 = 0

(where C + 1 is the background class). Given the detection
score s(k)i,c at the k-th iteration, we use the image-level label

to get the instance-level supervision y(k+1)
i,c at the (k + 1)-

th iteration. Assume that c′ is a label attached to image x,
we first look for the top-scoring box rj (j = argmax

i
s
(k)
i,c′ ).

We then let y(k+1)
i,c′ = 1,∀i ∈ {l|IoU(rl, rj) > threshold}.

When k > 0, s(k)i,c is inferred using a (C+1)-way FC layer,
as in Eq. 1. The OICR training loss is defined in Eq. 5.

Lk
oicr = −

1

m

m∑
i=1

C+1∑
c=1

ŷ
(k)
i,c log s

(k)
i,c , k = 1, . . . ,K (5)

Unlike the original OICR, our WSOD module aggre-
gates logits instead of probability scores, which in our expe-
rience stabilizes training. We also removed the reweighing
of untrustworthy signals emphasized in [31] since we found
it did not contribute significantly.

The final loss we optimize is Eq. 6. We refine our model
for 3 times (K = 3) if not mentioned otherwise.

L = Lmid +

K∑
k=1

Lk
oicr (6)

4. Experiments
We evaluate all components of our method: the text clas-

sifier that learns to map captions to object labels, the weakly
supervised detection module, and the refinement. We show
that compared to alternative strategies, our approach ex-
tracts the most accurate and expansive information from
the captions (Sec. 4.2). By training on COCO captions,
we achieve close to state-of-the-art results on weakly super-
vised detection on PASCAL, even though the supervision
we leverage is weaker than competitor methods. Impor-
tantly, our text classifier allows us to excel at the task of
training on Flickr30K to detect on PASCAL, even though
that classifier was trained on a different dataset (COCO).
Finally, we show our approach outperforms prior methods
on the task of learning from image-level labels (Sec. 4.3).

4.1. Implementation details

Before training the detector, we use Selective Search
[35] from OpenCV [5] to extract at most 500 proposals for
each image. We follow the “Selective search quality” pa-
rameter settings in [35]. We prefer Selective Search because

it is a generic, dataset-independent proposal generation pro-
cedure, as opposed to other CNN-based alternatives which
are trained end-to-end from a specific dataset in a super-
vised fashion. We also experimented with Edge Boxes [42]
but got inferior performance. We use TensorFlow [1] as our
training framework. To compute the proposal feature vec-
tors, we use the layers (“Conv2d 1a 7x7” to “Mixed 4e”)
from Inception-V2 [28] to get the conv feature map, and the
layers (“Mixed 5a” to “Mixed 5c”) from the same model
to extract the proposal feature vectors after the ROIAlign
[13] operation. The Inception-V2 model is pretrained on
ImageNet [9]; the supervised detector counterpart of our
model, using this architecture, was explored by [15]. To
augment the training data, we resize the image randomly
to one of the four scales {400, 600, 800, 1200}. We also
randomly flip the image left to right at training time. At
test time, we average the proposal scores from the differ-
ent resolution inputs. We set the number of refinements to
3 for the OICR since it gives the best performance. For
post-processing, we use non-maximum-suppression with
IoU threshold of 0.4. We use the AdaGrad optimizer, a
learning rate of 0.01, and a batch size of 2 as commonly
used in WSOD methods [31, 30]. The models are usu-
ally trained for 100K iterations on Pascal VOC (roughly
40 epochs on VOC2007 and 17 epochs on VOC2012) and
500K on COCO (8.5 epochs), using a validation set to
pick the best model. Our implementation is available at
https://github.com/yekeren/Cap2Det.

4.2. Using captions as supervision

In this section, we evaluate our full method, including
our proposal for how to squeeze the most information out
of the weak supervision that captions provide (Sec. 3.1).
We also experiment with alternative strategies of generat-
ing pseudo labels, and evaluate the performance in terms of
precision and recall by comparing with ground-truth labels.

Alternative strategies. We compared with multiple
pseudo-label generation baselines when lexical matching
(EXACTMATCH) fails to find a match. As previous ex-
amples show, considering synonyms can effectively reduce
off-target matching rates. Thus our first baseline adopts
a manually constructed, hence expensive COCO synonym
vocabulary list (EXTENDVOCAB) which maps 413 words
to 80 categories [21]. Another variant, GLOVEPSEUDO,
takes advantage of GloVe word embeddings [24], assign-
ing pseudo-labels for a sentence by looking for the cat-
egory that has the smallest embedding distance to any
word in the sentence. We also follow a similar strat-
egy with [38] to finetune the GloVe word embeddings
on COCO using a visual-text ranking loss, and use the
pseudo labels retrieved by the resultant LEARNEDGLOVE
as a stronger baseline. The final reference model of us-
ing ground-truth image-level labels GT-LABEL is an up-
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Training on different datasets using ground-truth labels:
GT-LABEL VOC 68.7 49.7 53.3 27.6 14.1 64.3 58.1 76.0 23.6 59.8 50.7 57.4 48.1 63.0 15.5 18.4 49.7 55.0 48.4 67.8 48.5
GT-LABEL COCO 65.3 50.3 53.2 25.3 16.2 68.0 54.8 65.5 20.7 62.5 51.6 45.6 48.6 62.3 7.2 24.6 49.6 34.6 51.1 69.3 46.3
Training on COCO dataset using captions:
EXACTMATCH (EM) 63.0 50.3 50.7 25.9 14.1 64.5 50.8 33.4 17.2 49.0 48.2 46.7 44.2 59.2 10.4 14.3 49.8 37.7 21.5 47.6 39.9
EM + GLOVEPSEUDO 66.6 43.7 53.3 29.4 13.6 65.3 51.6 33.7 15.6 50.7 46.6 45.4 47.6 62.1 8.0 15.7 48.6 46.3 30.6 36.4 40.5
EM + LEARNEDGLOVE 64.1 49.9 58.6 24.9 13.2 66.9 49.2 26.9 13.1 57.7 52.8 42.6 53.2 58.6 14.3 15.0 45.2 50.3 34.1 43.5 41.7
EM + EXTENDVOCAB 65.0 44.9 49.2 30.6 13.6 64.1 50.8 28.0 17.8 59.8 45.5 56.1 49.4 59.1 16.8 15.2 51.1 57.8 14.0 61.8 42.5
EM + TEXTCLSF 63.8 42.6 50.4 29.9 12.1 61.2 46.1 41.6 16.6 61.2 48.3 55.1 51.5 59.7 16.9 15.2 50.5 53.2 38.2 48.2 43.1
Training on Flickr30K dataset using captions:
EXACTMATCH (EM) 46.6 42.9 42.0 9.6 7.7 31.6 44.8 53.2 13.1 28.0 39.1 43.2 31.9 52.5 4.0 5.1 38.0 28.7 15.8 41.1 31.0
EM + EXTENDVOCAB 37.8 37.6 35.5 11.0 10.3 18.0 47.9 51.3 17.7 25.5 37.0 47.9 35.2 46.1 15.2 0.8 27.8 35.6 5.8 42.0 29.3
EM + TEXTCLSF 24.1 38.8 44.5 13.3 6.2 38.9 49.9 60.4 12.4 47.4 39.2 59.3 34.8 48.1 10.7 0.3 42.4 39.4 14.1 47.3 33.6

Table 1: Average precision (in %) on the VOC 2007 test set (learning from COCO and Flickr30K captions). We learn
the detection model from the COCO captions describing the 80 objects, but evaluate on only the overlapping 20 VOC objects.

EXTENDVOCAB
P 81.1% R 60.6%

EXACTMATCH
P 83.1% R 40.6%

LEARNEDGLOVE
P 84.7% R 28.9%

GLOVEPSEUDO
P 84.5% R 28.9%

TEXTCLSF 5% DATA
P 89.4% R 62.3%

TEXTCLSF 100% DATA
P 92.2% R 61.7%

Figure 3: Analysis of different text supervision. We com-
pare the pseudo labels (Sec. 3.1) to COCO val ground-truth.

per bound. Note that apart from the strategy used to mine
image-level labels, these strategies all use the same archi-
tecture and WSOD approach as our method (Sec. 3.2). In
later sections, we show combinations of the exact match
strategy with these methods (when exact match fails), re-
sulting in EM+GLOVEPSEUDO, EM+LEARNEDGLOVE,
EM+EXTENDVOCAB and EM+TEXTCLSF. We examine
how well these and other strategies leverage captions from
COCO and Flickr30K [39] to produce accurate detection.

Analysis of textual supervision. In Fig. 3 we show the
precision and recall of these label inference methods evalu-
ated directly on the COCO image-level labels (5,000 exam-
ples of the val2017 set). We observe that EXTENDVOCAB,
which uses the hand-crafted word-synonyms dictionary,
provides the best recall (60.6%) among all methods but pro-
vides the worst precision of 81.1%. The word-embedding-
based top-scoring matching methods of GLOVEPSEUDO
and LEARNEDGLOVE provide precise predictions (84.5%
and 84.7% respectively, which are the highest). However,
our TEXTCLSF achieves significantly improved precision
compared to these. We would like to point out that while
in Tab. 1 and 2, our method uses the full COCO training
set (118,287 concatenated captions), it achieves very simi-
lar performance with even a small fraction of the data. With
5% of the data, the method achieves 89% precision (vs 92%

precision with 100% of the data), both of which are much
higher than any other baselines; recall is about 62% for both
5% and 100% training data. In other words, it is sufficient
to use a small portion of precise text labels to train a gen-
eralizable label inference classifier, and the knowledge can
transfer to other datasets as we show in Tab. 1.

To better understand the generated labels, we show two
qualitative examples in Fig. 4. The image on the right shows
that our model infers “tie” from the observation of “presen-
ter”, “conference” and “suit”, while all other methods fail to
extract this object category for visual detection. We argue
the capability of inferring reasonable labels from captions
is critical for learning detection model from noisy captions.
Training with COCO captions. We next train our de-
tection model using the COCO captions [7]. We use the
591,435 annotated captions paired to the 118,287 train2017
images. For evaluation, we use the COCO test-dev2017 and
PASCAL VOC 2007 test sets. In our supplementary file, we
show qualitative examples from the COCO val set.

Tab. 1 shows the results on PASCAL VOC 2007. At the
top are two upper-bound methods that train on image-level
labels, while the rest of the methods train on image-level
captions. EXACTMATCH (EM) performs the worst proba-
bly due to its low data utilization rate, as evidenced by the
fact that all methods incorporating pseudo labels improve
performance notably. Specifically, EM+GLOVEPSEUDO
uses free knowledge of the pre-trained GloVe embeddings.
It alleviates the synonyms problem to a certain extent, thus
it improves the mAP by 2% compared to EXACTMATCH.
However, the GloVe embedding is not optimized for the
specific visual-captions, resulting in noisy knowledge trans-
formation. EM+LEARNEDGLOVE learns dataset-specific
word embeddings. Its performance, as expected, is 3%
better than EM+GLOVEPSEUDO in terms of mAP. The
strongest baseline is EM+EXTENDVOCAB, as the manually
picked vocabulary list covers most frequent occurrences.



397133

A man is in a kitchen making pizzas .
Man in apron standing on front of oven with pans and 
bakeware .
A baker is working in the kitchen rolling dough .
A person standing by a stove in a kitchen .
A table with pies being made and a person standing 
near a wall with pots and pans hanging on the wall .

GROUNDTRUTH: dining table, oven, person, bottle, 
bowl, broccoli, carrot, cup, knife, sink, spoon
EXACTMATCH: dining table, oven, person
EXTENDVOCAB: dining table, oven, person, pizza
GLOVEPSEUDO: oven
LEARNEDGLOVE: dining table
TEXTCLSF: person, oven, bowl, dining table, bottle, 
cup, spoon, knife, chair, refrigerator, pizza

8021

A presenter projected on a large screen at a conference
People watching an on screen presentation of a 
gentleman in a suit .
People watch a man delivering a lecture on a screen .
A large screen showing a person wearing a suit
An audience is looking at an film of a man taking that is 
projected onto a wall .

GROUNDTRUTH: person, tie, bottle

ExACTMATCH: person
EXTENDVOCAB: person
GLOVEPSEUDO: person
LEARNEDGLOVE: person
TEXTCLSF: person, tie, chair, handbag, tv

Figure 4: Demonstration of different pseudo labels. Our
method fills the gap between what is present and what is
mentioned, by making inferences on the semantic level.
Matches to the ground truth are shown in blue.

Methods Avg. Precision, IoU Avg. Precision, Area
0.5:0.95 0.5 0.75 S M L

GT-LABEL 10.6 23.4 8.7 3.2 12.1 18.1
EXACTMATCH (EM) 8.9 19.7 7.1 2.3 10.1 16.3
EM + GLOVEPSEUDO 8.6 19.0 6.9 2.2 10.0 16.0
EM + LEARNEDGLOVE 8.9 19.7 7.2 2.5 10.4 16.6
EM + EXTENDVOCAB 8.8 19.4 7.1 2.3 10.5 16.1
EM + TEXTCLSF 9.1 20.2 7.3 2.6 10.8 16.6

Table 2: COCO test-dev results (learning from COCO
captions). We report these numbers by submitting to the
COCO evaluation server. The best method is shown in bold.

However, collecting such vocabulary requires human ef-
fort, and is not a scalable and transferable strategy. Our
EM+TEXTCLSF outperforms this expensive baseline, es-
pecially for categories “cat”, “cow”, “horse”, and “train”.

At the top of Tab. 1 are two upper-bound methods which
rely on ground-truth image-level captions. Despite the
noisy supervision, our EM+TEXTCLSF almost bridges the
gap to the COCO-labels upper bound.

For the results on COCO (Tab. 2), the gaps in perfor-
mance between the different methods are smaller, but as
before, our proposed EM+TEXTCLSF shows the best per-
formance. We believe the smaller gaps are because many
of the COCO objects are not described precisely via natu-
ral language, and the dataset itself is more challenging than
PASCAL thus gain may be diluted by tough examples.
Training with Flickr30K captions. We also train our
model on the Flickr30K [39] dataset, which contains 31,783
images and 158,915 descriptive captions. Training on
Flickr30K is more challenging: on one hand, it includes
less data compared to COCO; on the other hand, we ob-
serve that the recall rate of the captions is only 48.9% with
EXACTMATCH which means only half of the data can be
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Figure 5: Data vs. Performance. Our text classifier learned
on COCO generalized well on Flickr30K and the noisier
Flickr200K data formed by user-generated content tags.

matched to some class names. The results are shown in the
bottom of Tab. 1. We observe that due to the limited train-
ing size, the detection models trained on Flickr30K captions
achieve weaker performance than those trained on COCO
captions. However, given the “free” supervision, the 33.6%
mAP is still very encouraging. Importantly, we observe
that even though our text classifier is trained on COCO
captions and labels, it generalizes well to Flickr30K cap-
tions, as evidenced by the gap between EM+TEXTCLSF
and EM+EXTENDVOCAB.
Data v.s. performance. We show the potential of our
model using Flickr30K and MIRFlickr1M [16]. For the
latter, we concatenate the title and all user-generated con-
tent tags to form caption annotation. We then use our text
classifier learned on COCO to rule out examples unlikely to
mention our target classes. This filtering results in a dataset
with around 20% of the original data, and we refer to it
as Flickr200K. We use 10%, 20%, 50%, 100% data from
both datasets, and report average precision on VOC 2007.
We see from Fig. 5 that as training data increases, mAP in-
creases accordingly. To estimate model potential, we fit a
square root function to the rightmost four points in the fig-
ure and use it to estimate 54.4 mAP at 1 million samples.

4.3. Using image labels as supervision

We finally show the performance of our method in the
classic WSOD setting where image-level supervision is
available. These results validate the method component de-
scribed in Sec. 3.2. They also serve as an approximate up-
per bound for the more challenging task in Sec. 4.2.
Results on PASCAL VOC. For each image, we extract
object categories from all the ground-truth bounding boxes,
and only keep these image-level labels for training, discard-
ing box information. For VOC 2007 and 2012, we train on
5,011 and 11,540 trainval images respectively and evaluate
on 4,952 and 10,991 test images.1 We report the standard
mean Average Precision (mAP) at IoU > 0.5. We com-
pare against multiple strong WSOD baselines. The results
are shown in Tab. 3, and our single model outperforms the
baseline methods (sometimes even ensemble methods) by
a large margin. On VOC 2007, our model improves the

1VOC 2012 result: http://host.robots.ox.ac.uk:8080/
anonymous/NOR9IV.html

http://host.robots.ox.ac.uk:8080/anonymous/NOR9IV.html
http://host.robots.ox.ac.uk:8080/anonymous/NOR9IV.html
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VOC 2007 results:
OICR VGG16 [31] 58.0 62.4 31.1 19.4 13.0 65.1 62.2 28.4 24.8 44.7 30.6 25.3 37.8 65.5 15.7 24.1 41.7 46.9 64.3 62.6 41.2
PCL-OB-G VGG16 [30] 54.4 69.0 39.3 19.2 15.7 62.9 64.4 30.0 25.1 52.5 44.4 19.6 39.3 67.7 17.8 22.9 46.6 57.5 58.6 63.0 43.5
TS2C [37] 59.3 57.5 43.7 27.3 13.5 63.9 61.7 59.9 24.1 46.9 36.7 45.6 39.9 62.6 10.3 23.6 41.7 52.4 58.7 56.6 44.3
OICR Ens.+FRCNN [31] 65.5 67.2 47.2 21.6 22.1 68.0 68.5 35.9 5.7 63.1 49.5 30.3 64.7 66.1 13.0 25.6 50.0 57.1 60.2 59.0 47.0
PCL-OB-G Ens.+FRCNN [30] 63.2 69.9 47.9 22.6 27.3 71.0 69.1 49.6 12.0 60.1 51.5 37.3 63.3 63.9 15.8 23.6 48.8 55.3 61.2 62.1 48.8
Ours 68.7 49.7 53.3 27.6 14.1 64.3 58.1 76.0 23.6 59.8 50.7 57.4 48.1 63.0 15.5 18.4 49.7 55.0 48.4 67.8 48.5
VOC 2012 results:
OICR VGG16 [31] 67.7 61.2 41.5 25.6 22.2 54.6 49.7 25.4 19.9 47.0 18.1 26.0 38.9 67.7 2.0 22.6 41.1 34.3 37.9 55.3 37.9
PCL-OB-G VGG16 [30] 58.2 66.0 41.8 24.8 27.2 55.7 55.2 28.5 16.6 51.0 17.5 28.6 49.7 70.5 7.1 25.7 47.5 36.6 44.1 59.2 40.6
TS2C [37] 67.4 57.0 37.7 23.7 15.2 56.9 49.1 64.8 15.1 39.4 19.3 48.4 44.5 67.2 2.1 23.3 35.1 40.2 46.6 45.8 40.0
OICR Ens.+FRCNN [31] 71.4 69.4 55.1 29.8 28.1 55.0 57.9 24.4 17.2 59.1 21.8 26.6 57.8 71.3 1.0 23.1 52.7 37.5 33.5 56.6 42.5
PCL-OB-G Ens.+FRCNN [30] 69.0 71.3 56.1 30.3 27.3 55.2 57.6 30.1 8.6 56.6 18.4 43.9 64.6 71.8 7.5 23.0 46.0 44.1 42.6 58.8 44.2
Ours 74.2 49.8 56.0 32.5 22.0 55.1 49.8 73.4 20.4 47.8 32.0 39.7 48.0 62.6 8.6 23.7 52.1 52.5 42.9 59.1 45.1

Table 3: Average precision (in %) on the Pascal VOC test set using image-level labels. The top shows VOC 2007 and the
bottom shows VOC 2012 results. The best single model is in bold, and best ensemble in italics.

Methods Avg. Precision, IoU
0.5:0.95 0.5

Faster RCNN [26] 21.9 42.7
Faster Inception-V2 [15] 28.0 -

PCL-OB-G VGG16 [30] 8.5 19.4
PCL-OB-G Ens.+FRCNN [30] 9.2 19.6
Ours 10.6 23.4

Table 4: COCO detection using image-level labels, with
supervised detection models at the top, best WSOD in bold.
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Figure 6: Analysis of our basic network and OICR com-
ponents on VOC 2007. Comparison of the performance of
our model and OICR VGG M after iterative refinement.

mAP of the state-of-the-art single method TS2C method by
9%. On VOC 2012, our method outperforms the strongest
single-model baseline PCL-OB-G VGG16 by 11%. Some
prior work uses their WSOD detection results to further
train an Fast-RCNN [11] detector (denoted as “+FRCNN”
in Tab. 3) and obtain an additional 3 to 4 percents improve-
ments on mAP. Even without such post-processing or en-
semble, our model still achieves competitive performance
on both VOC 2007 and 2012.
Effects of the basic network and OICR. The perfor-
mance gain in our model comes from the following two
aspects: (1) a more advanced detection model backbone ar-
chitecture and (2) the online instance classifier refinement
(OICR). Fig. 6 shows the performance of our method and
that of Tang et al. [31] (OICR VGG M), both refining for
0, 1, 2, 3 times. With no (0) refinement, our basic network

architecture outperforms the VGG M backbone of Tang et
al. by 27% in mAP. But the basic architecture improvement
is not sufficient to achieve top results. If we use OICR to
refine the models 1, 2, or 3 times, we gain 24%, 29%, and
30% respectively while Tang et al. achieve smaller improve-
ment (22%, 28%, and 29% gains).
Results on COCO. We train our model on the 118,287
train2017 images, using the image-level ground truth la-
bels. We report mAP at IoU=.50:.05:.95 and mAP@0.5,
on the 20,288 test-dev2017 images. We compare to a rep-
resentative fully-supervised detection model [26]; “Faster
Inception-V2” [15] which is our method’s supervised de-
tection counterpart, and a recent WSOD model [30]. As
demonstrated in Tab. 4, our model outperforms the previ-
ous state-of-the-art WSOD method (PCL-OB-G Ens + FR-
CNN) by 15% in terms of mAP, but the gap between general
WSOD methods (including ours) and the supervised meth-
ods is still large due to the disparate supervision strength.

5. Conclusion
We showed how we can successfully leverage naturally

arising, weak supervision in the form of captions. We am-
plify the signal that captions provide by learning to bridge
the gap between what human annotators mention, and what
is present in the image. In the future, we will further verify
the benefit of our approach by training on a larger, but even
noisier dataset, namely WebVision [20]. We will also ex-
tend our method to incorporate raw supervision in the form
of spoken descriptions in video. Finally, we will experiment
with incorporating the text classifier training and the weakly
supervised detection into the same end-to-end framework.
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supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant
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